THE   TERRITORY   OF   THE   REALM
In Germany the title continued to be elective because the royal
families died out; but in France the title was handed down from
male to male in the direct line from 987 to 1316, until lineal
inheritance had become established beyond dispute. The success
of the royal family of France was due to the fact that for three
centuries in succession the kings had sons.
The title of king was indivisible, being no longer shared between
the king's sons, as in the time of the Frankish kings; so that the
kingdom was no longer exposed to dismemberment. But the an-
cient custom of dividing the kingship lingered on in the custom
of giving the king's younger sons a portion of his domain as their
apanage, or means of subsistence - a custom which was to delay
for two centuries the definitive constitution of the territory of
France,
By virtue of his descent from a family of great nobles the
Gapetian king possessed two powers of different kinds, due to his
double origin. As king he was overlord of all the great nobles of
the kingdom; as a great noble he retained, in his own domain,
a portion of the kingdom in which the great landowners of the
region were his vassals. Modern scholars have tried to draw a
distinction between the 'great vassals' of the realm and the vassals
on the king's domain; but this distinction was too subtle for the
men of that time, for those who were merely vassals on the domain
did homage to the king in the same form as the great vassals of
the realm. No distinction could possibly be made between the
territory of the kingdom, on which the king was only the overlord
of a prince, and the territory of the royal domain, on which the
king was the sole prince.
5THE  TERRITORY  OF  THE  REALM  AND  THE
ROYAL D OMAIN
It would be difficult to define exactly which territories were
comprised in the kingdom, and still more which were comprised
in the royal domain. The territory of the kingdom varied;
founded in 843 by the partition of Verdun, increased in 870 by
the Treaty of Mcrsen, and reduced in the tenth century to the
advantage of the German kings, it was much smaller than the
France of the present day. It did not include the region to the

